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INTRODUCTION

We discuss the use of dual-band infrared (DBIR) imaging for three quantitative NDE
applications: locating buried surrogate mines, mapping sea ice thicknesses and inspecting
subsurface flaws in aging aircraft parts. Our system ofDBIR imaging offers a unique
combination of thermal resolution, detectability, and interpretability. Pioneered at Lawrence
Livermore Laboratory, it resolves 0.2 °c differences in surface temperatures needed to
identify buried mine sites and distinguish them from surface features. It produces both
surface temperature and emissivity-ratio images of sea ice, needed to accurately map ice
thicknesses (e.g., by first removing clutter due to snow and surface roughness effects).
The DBIR imaging technique depicts subsurface flaws in composite patches and lap joints
of aircraft, thus providing a needed tool for aging aircraft inspections.

DBIR TECHNIQUE FOR LOCATING BURIED MlNEFIELDS
The DBIR technique exploits a property of Planck's radiation law that applies for
temperatures around 288 K (15°C). For small surface temperature variations, the radiant
emittance is proportional to the emissivity times the absolute temperature to the power of
SO/wavelength in 11m. [1]
From this, expressions are obtained for the emitted infrared (lR) radiation images
measured simultaneously in the 4.5-5.5 11m and 8-12 11m bands. These images allow
detection of weak heat flow anomalies at sites where the sun has heated buried surrogate
mines differently than their surroundings.
Power Law Model
A power law model [1] explains how infrared signals vary as a function of the
surface emissivity and the surface's absolute temperature:
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(1)
where h is the intensity at a given wavelength, lOA. is emissivity at that wavelength, Tis
temperature in Kelvin and Ais the wavelength in micrometers.
We can obtain temperature alone by computing the ratio

(2)
For a greybody, lO5 = lO10, so R - TS.
We can obtain the emissivity ratio by computing

(3)
This ratio is sensitive mostly to surface objects which have very different emissivities at 5
and 10 micrometers (most metal surfaces).
We then compute the normalized ratios to obtain temperature and emissivity-ratio
(E-ratio) maps:
SIS av
.
(L/L av )
T = lnL/L and E-rauo = In SIS
av

av

2

(4)

where S is the short-wavelength intensity (e.g., Is), Sav is the average value of the pixels
in S, L is the long wavelength intensity (e.g., 110) and Lav is the average value of the pixels
in L.
Several other corrections are also applied to the DBIR scanner signals (e.g., for
absorption and reemission in the air path between the scanner and the surface, and for
reflected infrared (IR) radiation from the sky). [2,3,4]
Demonstration At Byron. California
A helicopter-borne demonstration of DBIR imaging was conducted at a pasture in
Byron, California (about 15 miles north ofLLNL). [5,6] Our goal was to locate buried
surrogate mines and distinguish them from surface targets or clutter. The test area,
measured approximately 100 m2 and, apart from clutter (e.g., squirrel tunnels, a coiled
cable), consisted mostly of grass-covered sandy loam soil.
The buried targets were six surrogate anti-tank mines covered with 2.5, 5.0, and 10
cm of sandy loam soil and about 5 cm of grass. The surface targets (within the field of
view imaged by the DBIR scanners) were 11 square plastic markers (10 cm on a side)
surrounded by metal disks (20 cm in diameter).
We acquired DBIR images for locating buried mine sites from an elevation of 80 m
one month after the surrogate mines were buried. The temperature and surface-emissivity
maps calculated from the DBIR image ratios were used successfully with target-recognition
algorithms to distinguish surface clutter from the buried and surface target sites (see Figure
1).
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Figure l. An aerial photo (a), and daytime IR images at 5 f.llll (b) and 10 f.llll (c), as
well as temperature (d) and emissivity-ratio (e) maps. Daytime temperature images of
warm surface pixels (f), soil pixels (g) and their logical intersection showing warm soil
pixels (h). When (h) is combined with the image of texture-segmented regions (i), we
identify all six buried surrogate anti-tank mine sites (j) with two false detections (see
arrows) from a squirrel tunnel (top, center) and a coiled electrical cable (top, left).
Image Interpretation
We use both physical principles shown in Equations (1) to (4) and image-processing
techniques to obtain meaningful interpretation of the DBIR images for minefield
detection. [5] We first use physical principles to compute ratios of physical measurements
(temperature and emissivity) and then apply them to the images. Temperature in I(d) and
emissivity-ratio in I(e) images differ for natural soil and surface objects (e.g., the markers
and perimeter metal strip).
We then apply logical rules to the images to specify those pixels that can reasonably
be interpreted as a buried object site. Next, we use LLNL-developed computer vision and
target recognition techniques to classify objects in the images. Finally, we use physics rules
based on prior knowledge about the objects and terrain involved to further discriminate the
sites of buried objects from clutter.
DBIR TECHNIQUE TO DETERMINE SEA ICE THICKNESS
The DBIR technology provides a precise, airborne, temperature-sensing method to
remotely map sea ice thicknesses. In a well known model of level ice growth presented by
Stefan in 1891, the vertical temperature gradient over the ice thickness is assumed to be
linear with the ice bottom being at the freezing temperature. [7]
Ice Thickness Model
The ice thickness, h, is written as
2k

h = ( pL

)1/2 (

t

t!(Tf - Tj) dt

]1/2

(5)
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where Tfand Tj are the freezing temperature and ice surface temperature respectively, and
the constants k, L, and p are the thermal conductivity, latent heat of freezing, and density
of ice. The time to is the time at which ice begins to form and the integral of the temperature
difference is sometimes referred to as the freezing degree days.
Baltic Experiment For ERS-l <BEERS) Demonstration
We collaborated with Professor John E. Lewis of McGill University to produce
DBIR thermal images for the BEERS demon~tration [8]. The primary goal was validation
and demonstration of the fIrst European Resources Satellite (ERS-l) Synthetic Aperture
Radar (SAR) mapping of sea ice in the Baltic Sea.
This was the first rigorous large scale aerial survey demonstration of the DBIR
technology for sea ice mapping. Two Agema 880 ThermoVision cameras were flown,
using a 12 bit digital image processor (Burst Recording Unit) with a 1.3 gigabyte external
hard drive on a stabilized Jet Ranger helicopter, at altitudes of 500 and 1000 feet, with a
ground speed of 80 knots and a swath width of about one-third the altitude. See Figure 2.
Ima~e

Interpretation

The formation of new ice, top of 2(a) and 2(b), adjacent to older ice, looks like a
piece from a giant jigsaw puzzle. This sea ice type is called grey-white ice (15 to 30 cm
thick). Thinnerice (less than 5 cm), transitions to water in a channel seen at the left of 2(e)
and 2(f). Near-surface air temperatures were warmer than -8 ·C, whereas, ice and sea
temperatures were typically between _5°C and 0 °c. These temperatures were unusually
warm for the northwestern coast of Finland, at latitudes near 65 degrees, during midFebruary, 1992.

Figure 2. Two examples of sea ice images showing DBIR apparent temperatures at two
wavelengths in (a), (b), (e) and (t). Note similarities and differences for each example
which are either from temperature gradients, highlighted in (c) and (g) or emissivity
differences, highlighted in (d) and (h). Histograms (at bottom, left to right) have tic mark
spacings of 0.02, 0.05, 0.02 and 0.02 respectively.
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We note that emissivity-ratio maps in 2(d) and 2(h) were based on Eqs. (3) and (4).
Since our filtered wavelength intervals were centered near 10.6 JlII1 and 4.5 ~m, we used a
more appropriate power law model by replacing (£10)2/ £5 with (£10.6)2.5 / £4.5 for the
E-ratios of Eqs. (3) and (4).
The Gaussian-like histogram for 2 (d) suggests that ice behaves as a greybody
surface when it is level and clear of snow (i.e., neglecting residual edge effects in 2(c) and
2(d) produced by small registration errors.) However, 2(f) and 2(h) show images
suggestive of three or four dark spots (top, center) where snow may cover the ice. This
would lower the apparent temperature more at the longer than at the shorter wavelengths by
about 1°C, which if uncorrected would give a false sea ice thickness value. The DBIR
method thus allows corrections for snow and surface roughness effects.
DBIR TECHNIQUE TO FIND HIDDEN FLAWS IN AIRCRAFf PARTS
Laboratory tests of the DBIR imaging technique were conducted for flaw detection
of aircmft parts as part of the FAA Tech Center's Aging Aircmft Program. We describe our
results for a composite patch and metallic lap joint. See Figures 3, 4 and 5.
LaboratOIy Demonstration
Composite patches made of advanced materials (e.g., thermoplastics obtained from
Northrop Corporation) are expected to play an important role for aircraft repair. We are
investigating a variety of heat sources and inspection methods. This allows us to correlate
the results we obtain with the DBIR technique with those obtained with other methods.
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Figure 3. Photo of aircraft composite patch (top, left); ultrasonic testing (UT) B-scan
(top, center); UT C-scan overview showing subsurface delamination sites (top, right);
UT C-scan and diagram of aluminum lap joint with dis bond near center (bottom).
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Figure 4. At left, edge-enhanced 10 11m thennal image with arrow pointing to subsurface
delamination zone for composite patch, taken 46 s after front heat applied by flash lamp. At
right, 10 11m thennal image of flash-lamp heated aluminum lap, with arrow pointing to
disbond site (rectangle), 0.63 ·C wanner than ambient at nearby circled site with no flaw.

Figure 5. Flawed aircraft parts showing DBIR apparent temperature patterns at two
wavelengths for oven-heated patch with delamination sites in (a) and (b) and rear-heated lap
joint with disbond site less than 0.5 ·C cooler than ambient in (e) and (t). Note two outer
patch rings have uneven heat flow patterns in temperature map (c) and histogram below;
whereas, emissivity ratio map is unifonnly grey (d). The lap joint has even temperature
patterns, but uneven emissivity ratio image over lap zone with less powder coating.
Histogram tic mark spacings (left to right) are 0.05, 0.02, 0.05 and 0.05 respectively.
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InteI:pretation In Ouantitative Nondestructiye Eyaluation CNDE)

The DBIR technique provides high thennal sensitivity for aircraft structural
inspection by decoupling spatially dependent emissivity noise from true thennal images.
This greatly improves the signal to noise ratio, thereby clarifying interpretation of hidden
defect sites which produce time-varying surface thennal "footprints".
The composite patch was inspected with ultrasonic testing (UT) methods both at
Northrop and at Lawrence Livennore Laboratories. Clearly, the center of the patch is less
flawed than the outer two rings at top of Figure 3. This is confirmed by the thennal image
in Figure 4 and the temperature histogram in Figure 5 c. The temperature histogram of a
region near the patch shows a central zone (with the hottest surface temperatures) and a
smaller substrate zone (with the coldest surface temperatures) which sandwich uneven
temperature distributions associated with the outer two rings of the oven-heated patch.
The similar patch results obtained using UT and DBIR methods give a synergistic
advantage, often associated with sensor data fusion, clarifying interpretation of hidden
defects in complex composite materials. Additional synergy is provided by comparing the
edge-enhanced, temperature image in Figure 4 (for a flash-heated patch, corrected to
remove uneven heat source) with the temperature images in Figure 5 (for an oven-heated
patch). The composite patch had near-uniform emissivity ratios (shown in Figure 5 d).
The front-heated lap (Figure 4, right) had warmer front-surface thennal images at
disbond sites, without epoxy adhesive, since these sites did not conduct heat as well as
bonded sites. For similar reasons, the rear-heated lap (Figure 5) had cooler front-surface
thennal images at disbond sites which conducted heat less well than bonded sites.
The histogram of emissivity (bottom of Figure 5 h) shows an effective five percent
decrease in the emissivity-ratio (for (E9.9)2.2/E4.5) associated with the lap zone. This has
twice the thickness of a single-sided zone (e.g., 0.036 inches). The greater heat retention
over the thicker lap zone may have evaporated more dye-penetrant developer powder (used
to decrease reflected-IR noise) thus exposing more metal with a low emissivity near 1O~.
We note that polarization effects, and reflected-IR radiation, differ greatly at 5 and 10 ~.
CONCLUSION
Numerical simulation plays a key role for most quantitative NDE applications. We
use TOPAZ2D/3D [9, 10] to plan our aircraft inspection strategies. The 3-dimensional
results which simulated thennal analysis of flaw detection in adhesive bonded lap joints
provides insight into alternate inspection strategies (e.g., viewing the time derivative of
temperature) that are not apparent from the 2-dimensional analysis.
Clearly, a detailed study of polarization effects and automatic target recognition in
DBIR imaging is warranted if we are to remove spatially dependent surface emissivity
noise without need for surface preparation (e.g., paint, powder or paper) to inspect aircraft
structures. Similar problems must be solved for a growing number ofDBIR applications
which include the three discussed in this paper.
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